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Jonas Larsen, July 21th, 2010

1. The scratch column issue

In order to better quantify the performance impact of scratch columns, I
measured how scratch columns usage affects the reduction of the EVLA 2010 summer
school spectral line data from
http://casaguides.nrao.edu/index.php?title=EVLA_Tutorials (both calibration and
imaging), on the NRAO cluster node casa-dev-15.

I did not have the raw ASDM and started from the post-imported, post-time
averaged MS. Without scratch columns the MS size is 653 MB (95% of which is
visibility data). It took 30 seconds to add the scratch columns (e.g. with
clearcal), which gave a 3 (and a bit) -fold increase in MS size to 2 GB.

In addition, the summer school script splits out different sources and subtracts
the continuum emmision. These operations cause another 4-fold increase of MS
sizes to 7.6 GB in total (the breakdown is

2 GB     day2_TDEM0003_10s_norx
410 MB   J0954
1.3 GB   IRC10216
1.3 GB   IRC10216.cont
1.3 GB   IRC10216.contsub
1.3 GB   IRC10216.contsub.data

), plus another 400 MB of cleaned images. 5119 MB of this is scratch columns.
Without scratch columns the total size would be 2881 MB, which would be a factor
2.7 savings in disk space overall (less than 3 because the created images do not
care about scratch columns).

Whether the 4-fold increase in size could be completely or partially avoided (it
probably can), is not the scope of this note. Scratch columns cause a factor ~3
of space overhead irrespective of the 4-fold increase.

After commenting out the parts of the script which prompt for user-input, it
took 728 seconds in total to run the calibration and imaging steps, starting
from the scratch column-less raw data. Of the total time, accumulated 79 seconds
were spent on the creation and initialization of scratch columns (of all the
MSs). This amounts to 11% of the total runtime.

George Moellenbrock's earlier investigations of "the scratch column issue" from
the December 2008 mentions how scratch columns have a tendency of getting
created when the user least expects it (for example in flagdata and plotxy),
and their creating is often painfully slow and sensitive to the MS sort order.

There has been changes to this picture after scratch columns earned their bad
reputation:
Their creation is now as a rule postponed until their usage (i.e., not created
before calibration needs them). Also, the I/O rates have increased. The newly
installed memory mapping method for reading MS data columns is all about not
making it extremely expensive to access a column in non-order. When using the
same EVLA dataset on the same machine but the earlier CASA version 3.0.0, the
rate for creating scratch columns was a factor 2.5 lower. With the latest
development version of CASA they were created at a respectable rate of 67 MB/s
(for reading and writing). If one adopts the previous rate, the fraction of the
overall time spent on scratch column creation would not have been 11% but 24%.
Overall, the reduction run was more CPU limited than I/O limited: 60% - 70%
(varying from run to run) of the wall-clock time was (non-parallel) CPU time.

Thus, for this specific data set and machine and reduction strategy, it is *not*
expected to get a very significant improvement in execution time by eliminating
scratch columns. [If the cost of a new on-the-fly scractch column calculation
does not introduce a new significant time cost, the heuristical limits of the
expected reduction in execution time resulting from removing scratch columns
is >= 11%, and <= 40% (if all the I/O that happened was due to scratch
columns).]

Of course, there are different use cases where the cost of scratch column I/O is
expected to be dominating, for example when iterating with calibration solutions
and using applycal() to inspect the quality in each iteration.

Also, the balance may look different (and make a stronger case against scratch
columns) for data sets which do not fit into RAM (which was 8 GB on the machine
used), because data that fit in RAM take advantage of the OS's disk cache.

2. Proposals for making CASA more scratch column-less

The values of the DATA and CORRECTED_DATA and MODEL_DATA columns are currently
stored using 64 bits per complex number (not 128 bits as written earlier). One
could consider to reduce the precision for example by a factor 2 to two times
16 bits, which is equivalent to 3-4 significant base 10 digits for each of the
real and imaginary parts. Doing so may (or may not!) be accurate enough for the
raw data, but is less likely to not throw away significant information for
heavily (post-split) averaged data. The decision of which numerical precision
to use would then ideally depend on whether the data was already averaged or not,
or generally depend on the statistical error of the data. Even if the raw data
had error estimates to begin with (I do not think the SDM data has), it would a
major undertaking to start propagating these errors and determine which
precision is appropriate at which times.

Now for some concrete proposals for removing scratch columns.

2.1 IMAGING_WEIGHT 
  This column could just be removed, generally. clean can do without it and will
  use the weighting task parameter to determine the weights on the fly. There
  will be some loss of functionality when there is no IMAGING_WEIGHT column:
    * It will not be possible for the user to manually edit IMAGING_WEIGHT after
    it is initially output from a run of clean.
    * It will no longer be possible to inspect the imaging weights, using for
    example plotms or visstat.

  The reduction in MS size resulting from the removal of IMAGING_WEIGHT will be
  between 
      0.5/4 / (1 + 1 + 1 + 0.5/4) = 4 % (for npol = number of polarizations = 4)
  and
      0.5 / (1 + 1 + 1 + 0.5) = 14 % (for npol = 1)
  (because IMAGING_WEIGHT is channel dependent, but not polarization dependent,
  and because a weight is half the size of a (complex) visibility).

  Implementation: This seems relatively straight-forward to realize.

2.2 MODEL_DATA
  The MODEL_DATA column is written by the tasks clean (to support self-
  calibration), by uvcontsub (result of fit), by uvcontsub2 (result of fit),
  by setjy and by ft.

  clean: The MODEL_DATA column will still be written, but only optionally. This 
  option already exists. Users who do not want to output MODEL_DATA from clean
  can set calready = False. For self-calibration usage, MODEL_DATA will still be
  written.

  uvcontsub: Are two uvcontsub (still) needed? Preferably, limited developer
  time would not be spent on maintaining duplicated code and functionality.

  uvcontsub2: A boolean task parameter (named for example want_model) will
  be introduced, which controls if MODEL_DATA is written (default: not written).

  setjy and ft: These two tasks fill MODEL_DATA with a source model, which is
  later used by the gaincal, bandpass, polcal and blcal tasks. Instead of
  writing MODEL_DATA, setjy and ft will write the formula for computing the
  model to the SOURCE_MODEL column of the SOURCE subtable. When the model is
  needed at a later point, it will be computed on-the-fly using the information
  in the SOURCE table. The values in the SOURCE_MODEL column are themselves
  tables and can contain arbitrary information (in a format which is to be
  defined; the format may change between CASA versions, and the code that reads
  SOURCE_MODEL should be implemented to be backwards compatible).

  For the simplest application of setjy and ft when no spw/channel dependence
  is specified, the given model image or component list will be stored in
  SOURCE_MODEL. I assume that a given calibration field can be mapped to a
  unique source, not several sources. For more complex specifications that are
  dependent on channel, a fall-back solution is for setjy and ft to create and
  use the MODEL_DATA scratch column. This is an incremental approach: The
  information stored in SOURCE_MODEL could be extended to support channel (and
  polarization) dependent models, after the basic mechanism has been seen to
  work.

  This way of storing the model does not support what the "incremental" option
  of the ft task does now (which is to add a source model to the currently
  stored model). For such usage, the ft task will still create MODEL_DATA and
  incrementally fill it. (To get the same effect of the incremental option
  but without using scratch columns, the user could add the component lists or
  images in the image space and pass the resulting list/image to ft.)

  Eliminating MODEL_DATA will reduce the MS size between 29% (for npol = 1) and
  32% (for npol = 4). Implementing this and getting it all to work at the same
  time etc., is going to be a significant effort. The best place to implement
  the on-the-fly evaluation may be at the level of VisBuffer (as already started
  by George), which will then use SOURCE_MODEL if it exists, otherwise read
  MODEL_DATA.

2.3 CORRECTED_DATA
  The size of CORRECTED_DATA is identical to the size of MODEL_DATA, but eli-
  minating CORRECTED_DATA is going to be significantly more involved than
  removing any of the other two scratch columns, because there is no simple
  formula to specify the contents of CORRECTED_DATA, and the column is used by
  more tasks than MODEL_DATA.

  In order to get some short-term relief, a boolean parameter could be added to
  applycal, which allows the DATA column to be reused for calibrated data too.
  This approach makes some sense in the case where only the calibration fields
  are used to achieve a calibration solution, and the calibration solution is
  applied only to the science data. The same parameter could be added to the
  other tasks which currently write CORRECTED_DATA: hanningsmooth, uvsub and
  uvcontsub. A disadvantage is that the user may loose the raw DATA (but will
  usually be able to get it back), and the user has to do more book-keeping (as
  in "Does field X of the DATA column now contain raw or corrected data?").

  A longer term solution may be to apply the calibration solution already in the
  filler, so that the science data has to be written only once. A problem with
  this approach is that editing/inspection tasks in CASA (plotms, flagdata,
  visstat, ...) operate on the the un-calibrated data in MS format. A resolution
  to that may be having the filler use a (yet to be written) table storage mana-
  ger which does not copy the raw data, but only wraps the raw data in an
  MS column.


A brief summary of the options proposed:
2.1a Completely remove IMAGING_WEIGHT.
2.2a Make uvcontsub optionally not write MODEL_DATA.
2.2b Make the calibration tasks (setjy/ft/gaincal/bandpass/polcal/blcal) use
     the SOURCE table for models that are not channel/polarization dependent.
2.2c Make the calibration tasks use the SOURCE table in generally (except for
     ft(incremental = True, ...)).
2.3a Add task option to allow applycal to write to DATA instead of CORRECTED_DATA.
2.3b Same as 2.3a but for hanningsmooth, uvsub, uvcontsub.
Use of the developers’ checklist is mandatory.  When development is finished, including modification of tests, it must either be cut-and-pasted as a comment or attached as a separate file to the JIRA issue.

---

From Rob:

> 2.1 IMAGING_WEIGHT 
>   This column could just be removed, generally. clean can do without it
>   and will use the weighting task parameter to determine the weights on
>   the fly. There will be some loss of functionality when there is no
>   IMAGING_WEIGHT column:
>     * It will not be possible for the user to manually edit
>       IMAGING_WEIGHT after it is initially output from a run of clean.
>     * It will no longer be possible to inspect the imaging weights, using for
>       example plotms or visstat.

Unless they or another task get the same ability to calculate
IMAGING_WEIGHT on the fly.  But that would not help for fine grained
editing (unless you edit WEIGHT).
 
> 2.2 MODEL_DATA
>   uvcontsub: Are two uvcontsub (still) needed?

Only because uvcontsub2 does not yet have the fitorder parameter.

> Preferably, limited developer time would not be spent on maintaining
> duplicated code and functionality.

AFAIK uvcontsub is not being modified.

>   For the simplest application of setjy and ft when no spw/channel dependence
>   is specified, the given model image or component list will be stored in
>   SOURCE_MODEL.
 
>   This way of storing the model does not support what the "incremental" option
>   of the ft task does now (which is to add a source model to the currently
>   stored model). For such usage, the ft task will still create MODEL_DATA and
>   incrementally fill it. (To get the same effect of the incremental option
>   but without using scratch columns, the user could add the component lists or
>   images in the image space and pass the resulting list/image to ft.)

If MODEL_DATA disappears, will there be much demand for adding to it using
ft's incremental option?  In other words, if models are usually stored in
image space, people would probably rather use image space for adding to
them.  I can think of 1.5 exceptions, but to me they highlight that if ft
were to take input from image space, and store its output to image space,
then it would be very misnamed.

Exception 1: User has an old MS with a Very Important MODEL_DATA, and
wants to add to it.  Note that it's much easier to go from a model in
image space to MODEL_DATA than vice versa.

1.5: User wants to investigate/correct an effect coming from uvw space,
i.e. RFI or a gain error.  I haven't fully thought this one through.


If MODEL_DATA went away, the remaining use I can think of for ft does not
use incremental, but it also would not be satisfied by a SOURCE_MODEL in
image space:

2. User wants to see how the visibility function of a model is sampled by
the antennas.  simdata is a way to do that, but then the user would have
to set it up with the same observation parameters that were used to "make"
the original MS.  It would be easier to just have ft write to DATA in a
new output MS.

That's what I wish had been done in the first place, i.e. MSes would not
have more than 1 data column, and those tasks needing > 1 (persistent)
data source or sink would use model_vis and/or corrected_vis parameters to
specify the additional MSes.  Then getting rid of the various MSes when
they are no longer wanted would be simple.  This is only obvious now that
the *DATA columns dwarf the ANTENNA*, TIME, etc. columns.  Otherwise there
would be a significant expense in creating new MSes where only the DATA is
different.  However, even for medium sized MSes we currently have the
problem that VisBuffer and/or one of its friends require both of
MODEL_DATA and CORRECTED_DATA to be present if one of them, or
IMAGING_DATA is*.  This is overkill for many tasks.

This is all mostly independent of whether or not things are calculated on
the fly; the more things are done on the fly the less demand there is for
extra disk space (and ft).

* Sanjay, some users, and I found this out the hard way when he gave
  split the ability to pick an arbitrary set of *DATA columns.  I don't
  remember exactly where the problem lies.  Even if the actual problem is
  only in say, VisBuffer, and fixed, because of the problem at least a few
  tasks check whether the MS fits one of the accepted arrangements, and do
  so in varying ways.  But if we get rid of MODEL_DATA we will have to
  deal with it.

---

Kumar

> image space, people would probably rather use image space for adding to
> them.  I can think of 1.5 exceptions, but to me they highlight that if ft
> were to take input from image space, and store its output to image space,
> then it would be very misnamed.
>

This is (unnecessary ?) semantic discussion....

For all matter of purpose for the user, (s)he is  predicting the
visibility and that is the intent ..so would  you change the name if
we were to store it in gzip format or some coded format ...now i can
say this is a compression algorithm storing the model_data visibility
in an image form !!

Kumar

---

Rob

> On Wed, Jul 21, 2010 at 1:28 PM, Rob Reid <rreid@nrao.edu> wrote:
> > image space, people would probably rather use image space for adding to
> > them.  I can think of 1.5 exceptions, but to me they highlight that if ft
> > were to take input from image space, and store its output to image space,
> > then it would be very misnamed.
> >
> 
> This is (unnecessary ?) semantic discussion....
> 
> For all matter of purpose for the user, (s)he is  predicting the
> visibility and that is the intent ..so would  you change the name if
> we were to store it in gzip format or some coded format ...now i can
> say this is a compression algorithm storing the model_data visibility
> in an image form !!

No, it's not.  ft takes an image or ComponentList as input.  If it were to
store the output in the image plane, it'd be a no-op.  (Or a copy, if you
prefer.  But not a compression.)

Which would reduce the demand for ft...I was listing the remaining uses I
could think of for it.  In all of them actual visibilities would be wanted
as output.


Adding a model for the sake of adding a model should be called addmod.
That _is_ semantics, but I think the clarity would be worth it.

---

Kumar

> Adding a model for the sake of adding a model should be called addmod.

It is not adding for the sake of adding a model. it is adding the
model with a Record (see FTMachine::toRecord and fromRecord) of how to
generate the right ftmachine at the time of request of data  so that
when data is asked to be served visibilities are served..as if read
from disk

Call it whatever ..ft, addmod, predict or Paul-el-Pulpo...i personally
will not lose a second of sleep on it.

---

Remy

>  The MODEL_DATA column is written by the tasks clean (to support self-
>  calibration), by uvcontsub (result of fit), by uvcontsub2 (result of fit),
>  by setjy and by ft.

don't forget simulation.  we always use two columns at least temporarily when adding
corruptions to visibilities.  Users do want to be able to specify model visibilities
through some independent means, and then simulate (e.g. corrupted) modified versions
of those visibilities.  

That being said, in the 120s of thought I given it I don't see immediate problems
with what jonas proposes  as long as we maintain the optional model_data col so
Simulator can use it.

---

Dirk

First comment:
2.3b has already been done for hanningsmooth.

---

Dirk

some more comments:
So scratch columns are not so much a performance issue but more a disk 
space issue.

IMAGING_WEIGHT: here the savings seem not very significant and there is 
some loss of
functionality.  Actually the savings should be less that what you are 
calculating because
IMAGING_WEIGHT is float, not double. But even that precision may be too 
much and
one may think about going down to a 16 bit representation.

MODEL_DATA: Ca. 30 % savings are significant. Since the model data is 
normally
analytically derived anyway, it really makes sense not to store it. Not 
clear what impact the
changes have on simulations. But if MODEL_DATA is only optionally 
eliminated,
this should be fine.

CORRECTED_DATA: Completely agree with the idea of optionally overwriting the
DATA column as already implemented in the hanningsmooth task and as 
discussed
in an earlier email thread. By overwriting DATA, people who have disk 
space problems have
a way out, and for us the implementation is not too ambitious.
This would buy us time to think about how to implement on-the-fly 
calibration.

Applying the calibration solution in the filler does not seem a 
promising approach
as it doesn't help in the exploratory step in which the calibration 
solution is derived.
But maybe I haven't understood that part.

So I would agree with all proposed steps. Only 2.1a could be omitted, or 
one could just
further reduce the precision of IMAGING_WEIGHT.

---

Kumar

Some numbers to disagree

Attached is a script i ran : not using model_data and imaging weights
and using scratch them
to make a residual image from a given model image.

The data is 32 channels and 2.0GB per data column

On the fly weight and model vis takes 140s
writing/reading weight on disk and writing model_data  takes 185s

if you account for making the scratch column the 185s goes to 300s

---


